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Cute, Delicious & Fun Mini Desserts for Every OccasionWhether you want something sweet, fruity

or savory, Easy as Pie Pops has the perfect bite-sized treats that'll be a hit with family and

friends.Andrea Smetona, the owner of Cakewalk Desserts, shares for the first time her most

in-demand pie pop recipes. And with some of her most coveted cake pop and mini loaf recipes

included, this book is a necessity for any person looking to make talk-of-the-town, miniature pastries

that are the next dessert sensation.Pie pop recipes include:- Pumpkin Cheesecake- Strawberry

Limeade- Nutella S'more- Gouda-Broccoli Quiche- Caramel AppleBlack Forest- Coconut Cream-

Pizza Pocket- CrÃ¨me Brulee- Peppermint Pudding- Vegetable Roll- Peachy KeenCakewalk

Desserts have been enjoyed at events hosted by celebrities such as Gwen Stefani and Laila Ali, as

well as featured in Town & Country Weddings, The Knot, the popular blog, Style Me Pretty, and on

the cover of Ceremony magazine.
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Originally purchased as a gift last month but when I saw the variety of recipes (not just pie pops as

the name implies) I bought one for myself. Really good bread recipes. I've tried the blueberry bread

recipe already and its very moist and flavorful.I have the beer bread recipe targeted for Super Bowl

and the heart shaped pie pops planned for Valentines Day. Can't wait to try more of the berry

recipes with fresh berries from my garden.

I'm guessing there aren't a ton of men who would review a cookbook. But the existence of this



particular review is a testimony to the goodness of this cookbook. Don't miss that.Easy As Pie Pops

is chalked full of delicious recipes, beautifully laid out, and accessible for bakers of varying skill. In

this increasingly competitive DIY, Pinterest-inspired world we live in, the recipes contained herein

will be an invaluable asset for all your weddings, bridal showers, and baby showers.Personally, I

love many of the recipes in this cookbook. But my standout favorite has to be the Butter, Beer, and

Cheese Bread Mini Loaf. Savoring one of those while sipping my ale of choice (perhaps Trois

Pistoles from Unibroue) is a favorite, though rare, past-time.Do yourself a favor - purchase this book

and take a baking excursion with Andrea and the delicious recipes she has formulated.

This book is great to give as a gift or to keep for yourself. Andrea's recipes are so easy to follow and

taste amazing!!! The book has recipes for pie pops, cake pops and her delicious mini breads.

Definitely 5 stars!!!

The pictures are inspiring and the filling recipes look tasty (I haven't tried yet so can't speak as to

how they come out.) My concern with this book is that almost every recipe says the yield is "2 dozen

pie pops", but the instructions say to cut out 24 rounds - 12 for tops and 12 for bottoms. That yields

1 dozen pops. I did look to see if it says to repeat later in the recipes, but it doesn't. Am I missing

something or was there an editing problem?

Once I saw this book, I purchased one for a gift as well as one for myself. I have always enjoyed

baking, and this will take my baking to a new level. Thank you for the inspiritation. Just beautiful!

Love it, exactly as described. First time buying used book, excited to see it is in excellent quality.

Great

GOOD!
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